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About This Game

"Linked" is a relaxing, minimalistic 2d-puzzle game
Each puzzle can only be solved by drawing a predetermined number of lines with specific lengths.

Great game for short breaks.

Features:

144 levels.

Steam Integration - Achievements and trading cards.
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Title: Linked
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
ThinkOfGames
Publisher:
ThinkOfGames
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1GHz processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card with 512Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English
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It's gg but this game can't play on Windows 7 and my friend play Windows 7

9/10 for Soldiers:HOWWll. Simple, some nice visuals - OK for an hour or two.. The one that took some new graphics and
added story back for some more enjoyment and a new engine!. Very fun! Always new ways to try and hide and confuse the
shadows. Once you become a shadow it is a great time to seek out everyone and occasionally scare them! I'd say get some
friends and play some! The devs may even jump into a game and teach you a thing or two!. Not what I expected from a
Painkiller game. I loved the Black edition, but this is just not good. Extremely long load times, like I thought it had crashed
since it was taking so long. Its not evident where to go which is annoying. Bugs. Didn't keep my saves properly causing me to
have to replay parts. Skip this one and move on.. Waste of money.. I like it so far! the things i like most is they re-use the theme
from the 1st game (Wrath of the White Witch) in this DLC which makes me have nostalgia of the 1st game . Like Golden
Grove, Boss Battle, etc. But i do wish that we could see some character from the 1st game. This game was not worth my money
no matter how low the cost on sale was.
This game is not worth the time to play.

Okay a bit more explanation for those of you who want it.
You need to have the game running in order for the tree to grow and it grows really really slowly. The essense of this is that you
spend you time in an entvironment thats about as fun as watching paint dry.
The crapics arent that good and the controls are lacking. You get very little instructions (almost none) into what everything does
and what kind of importance the tools have. There is no instructions on how to grow different trees. It does have a decent
background ambience.

If you like watching paint dry or want a game that you have to keep running and then check in on every 10 minutes to cut a
branch, then this is the game for you. But you've been warned about how boring and lacking this game is.. I'd play more but its
usually just bots until the end and it's just a 1v1 good game just it isn't satisfying killing bots
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Update: turning it into a "real review" since "Facebook game" wasn't clear enough for some people.

"3/10. Facebook game." According to My Own Ratings.

Click. Wait a few minutes. Come back and click again. Annoy your friends until they unfriend you. Annoy random people.
Befriend random people and annoy them anyways.
That's it for the basic game mechanics. All you need is a theme on top of it and you have a facebook game. This game's theme
was porn. Porn is good. This game should be good. But it's a facebook game, so I can't recommend it.

Click. Wait. Click again. Annoy people. Eventually spend money.. I would recommend Satazius to both fans of the genre and
curious newcomers.

Satazius borrows some of the best elements of older games like Gradius and other horizontal shoot-em-ups, and is more
forgiving than the arcade of games of yore.

Let's take the weapon system. In Gradius the player could choose their ship build at the start of a credit, while in Satazius the
player also gets that opportunity at the start of each level, allowing them to select the best tool for the job at the right moment.
Weapons are powered up in a similar way to Gradius, though here each weapon remains powered up as you switch between
them. This gives the player the option of focusing on just a select few favourites, or else improving a wider range of weapons at
a slower rate. Spreading the love, as it were. Upon death, the player is not stripped of all power; instead their weapons are just
downgraded a few notches. This means death is not a double punishment, and failing once does not mean you're twice as likely
to fail on the next try.

The levels are full of exciting set pieces, high speed chases and environmental hazards. Indeed, the environment is as much your
enemy here as the enemies themselves, reminding me fondly of another classic horizontal shmup, Thunderforce III.

Which is a good point to turn to Satazius' few bad points. In those high speed sections the player simply cannot survive if their
ship is not a fast one, whereas in tight quarters a nimble ship is easy to crash. The player should be able to switch at will, a la
Thunderforce III, rather than having indirect control through power-ups.

And secondly, the music doesn't match the catchy melodies of the above mentioned games, or so many other old-school shmups.
That would have just been the cherry on top of the cake.. Well, I never thought that playing RPG Maker games could be so fun
and attractive, I liked the story, the characters, everything. I just wish this story to be continued, well there are some bugs but
anyway, you should try it! Often these kind of games are made just for the money, but here you can find a piece of heart
too..Thank you a lot for this game, for it's humour and fun!. Are you looking for a fast paced shooter? Are you looking for an
old school shooting gallery type game? Are you looking for a game that takes minimal time to learn and play? Need something
different and fun? Then look no further than Mad Bullets!

Had a friend notice I was playing it, they looked it up and now own and love it. You will as well.. Learned that herbivores have a
taste for human flesh.

54\/10. The game is Broken and well not start and no one bothered making it work with newer systems or OS before selling it on
Steam. in the old Days win Steam First Started they Would not Even Sell Crap like this.. Are you subscribed to PewDiePie?
lmao 10/10. This is less-complicated than standard Andiod game... Not recommended!. Pretty interesting platformer for those
who like world exploring and puzzles.
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